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Occasionally,we run pairs or sets of articles that seem to have nothing in common
at first glance, but that actually, on closer examination, harmonize in unexpected
and important ways. To be sure, we quite deliberately revisit key themes through-
out the pages of all of our issues, but sometimes, it seems, the most powerful music
emerges all on its own.

That’s the case in this issue with two of our features,“Classic Persuasions”by Mark
Holden (page 48) and “Public Interests”by Ross Miller (page 34).

Beyond the fact that they’re both big pictorials, these articles would seem to have
little in common: For starters, Holden and Miller don’t know each other and live
and work on opposite sides of the country. This is Ross’ first article in WaterShapes;
for Mark, it’s his ninth. Holden’s project is residential, while Miller’s are commer-
cial. Holden’s work involves the creation of a complete exterior environment for one
wealthy client, contrasting sharply with Miller’s projects, which are singular works
of public art made for mass consumption.

So what’s the connection? 
Well, in both cases, we see highly innovative watershapers using the influence of

history to drive their creative processes. They do so in artfully different ways,but the
thought processes they pursue provide us with splendid examples of how a close ap-
preciation and understanding of history can be used to forge important and inti-
mate connections between works of art, their settings and the perceptions of those
who visit and absorb impressions of the spaces that have been created.

In Holden’s case, he uses his extensive study of the early-20th-century Spanish
Colonial architecture found in pockets around southern California to fuel literally
hundreds of details in a sprawling Bel Air estate. From the “distressed” finishes on
pottery,walls and architectural woodwork of the home’s patios,verandas,courtyards
and balconies to his keen use of mature plantings and salvaged hardscape materi-
als to convey the appearance of ages gone by, Mark shows over and over again how
beautiful and intriguing landscapes and watershapes can be when rendered with pe-
riod authenticity uppermost in mind.

For his part, Miller uses history to similarly grand effect, but in a wholly different
way. As Ross explains in detail, he creates works of public art that draw people in
with the literal and attractive use of water, but sets the experience up in the context
of symbols and imagery that reflect the specific history and geography of the com-
munity and its surroundings to add meaning to his monuments. His watershapes
and their “historical theming”connect the present with the past in fascinating ways
and reward passersby on multiple levels.

In both cases,we encounter ambitious, thoughtful designers who deliberately and
painstakingly add layers of meaning and aesthetic quality to their projects through
a sense of history and sensitivity to the environments in which they work. To be sure,
they are working in vastly different settings with wildly diverse goals, but they are
linked in seeking to use the past to forge connections to the present and the future.

Ultimately, when you take the time to explore the creative processes pursued by
innovative watershapers such as Miller and Holden (not to mention dozens of
others who’ve shared their work on our pages), it only stands to reason that the pow-
er of the ideas they employ will reveal themselves – and sometimes in surprisingly
harmonious ways.

Historic Resonance
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Ross Miller is a Cambridge, Mass.-based visual artist
whose work integrates art into public spaces to intensify
community memory and create sites for private reflec-
tion in public environments. His desire to create water
sculpture began at age 6, when he experienced a fountain
designed by sculptor George Tsutakawa in Seattle. He is
also an instructor for the Graduate Arts Administration
program at Boston University, was a Loeb Fellow in the
Harvard Graduate School of Design and directs Ross Miller
Studio, Inc. Miller’s current projects include a fountain for
the Boston Park Department known as the Ancient Fishweir
Project, a design honoring 5,000-year-old Native American
structures buried under I-93 and the streets of Boston. He
lives near the Charles River in Cambridge with his wife,
Denise, and their daughters, Anna and Eva.

Steve Gutai is product manager for pumps,filters and valves
with Jandy/Laars Products,a division ofWaterPik Technologies
of Petaluma, Calif. Gutai is a veteran of the swimming pool
industry,having spent more than 13 years as an independent
service and repair technician and subcontractor in the Los
Angeles area. He spent three more years as a technical ser-

vice manager and outside sales representative for Waterway
Plastics in Oxnard,Calif. Gutai joined Laars & Jandy in 2000
and now works directly with contractors and engineers in de-
signing circulation systems for pools, spas and other water-
shapes. He teaches hydraulics at trade shows throughout the
United States and is the featured hydraulics instructor for
Genesis 3’s Level 1 schools.

Mark Holden is a landscape architect, contractor,writer
and educator specializing in watershapes and their envi-
ronments. He has been designing and building watershapes
for more than 15 years and currently owns several compa-
nies, including Fullerton, Calif.-based Holdenwater, which
focuses his passion for water. His own businesses combine
his interests in architecture and construction, and he be-
lieves firmly that it is important to restore the age of Master
Builders and thereby elevate the standards in both trades.
One way he furthers that goal is as an instructor for Genesis
3 Design Schools and also as an instructor in landscape ar-
chitecture at California State Polytechnic University in
Pomona and for Cal Poly’s Italy Program. He can be reached
at holdenwater@sbcglobal.net.

In This Issue August’s Writers

MILLER
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erception is reality: Regardless of whether that’s right or wrong, you
are judged by appearances. And there’s no escaping those judgments
because it’s basic human nature.

If your own appearances mean ugly-looking vehicles, sloppy-looking em-
ployees, shabby offices and job sites that look like disaster areas, you will in-
evitably be judged with that image by the clients who have hired you and by
anyone else exposed to those appearances. Personally, I’d rather have them
focus on the quality of my work rather than on superficialities such as these,
but that’s the way it goes.

So,in wrapping up this series of columns on client-friendly approaches to pro-
ject management, let’s take a look at the challenge of job-site management from
the client’s point of view – a perspective that makes it easy to understand how im-
portant factors such as cleanliness,courtesy and personal appearance can be.

Why is this important?  Well,what we as watershapers may regard as a tem-
porary condition in a short-term working relationship on a job site we will in-
habit for a period of weeks or months is something our clients see as the cur-
rent state of their homes and lives. To sympathize, all you need to do is look
around and ask yourself,“Would I really want to live here during this process?”

Compare and Contrast
In my last two columns, I’ve gone into some detail about project manage-

ment while stressing the importance of setting proper client expectations as

you move toward the construction process itself.
By the time you reach that stage, the client defi-
nitely should have a realistic idea of the time frame
and of what to expect in terms of disruption.

You should always work to set a realistic scene,
but that doesn’t mean it can or should be a hor-
ror movie. Too often, however, residential wa-
tershaping projects turn out that way.

Ever seen a job sign so dirty and battered that
it looks like it’s been through a war?  Debris
strewn all over the place?  A partially completed
vessel that’s being used as a dumpster?  A trail of
muck and mud leading from backyard to street
(giving the neighbors an opportunity to share
in the joy)?  Debris and dirt up and down the
street from digging equipment and work trucks
(another all-time neighborhood favorite)?

How about miscellaneous equipment stacked
in trashed cardboard boxes?  Permits nailed to a
tree in a plastic bag?  Boards or sheets of plywood
scattered around the place with nails sticking out
of them?  It’s no wonder clients forced to live
in such an environment get stressed,and I know
I’d be upset, too, even if I only happened to live
down the street!

Now compare that scene to what I would con-
sider to be the rare and exceptional job site – the
one with the new,clear,clean and legible job sign;
the one with project plans and permits stashed
in a clean, waterproof, weatherproof container;
the one with materials neatly stored and stacked
in one area; the one with no trash to be seen and
with sidewalks and streets washed and swept;and
the one where excavated areas and partially com-
pleted vessels are temporarily fenced in. The con-
trasts in experiencing these two workplaces can,
from the client’s perspective,be quite profound.

Yes,I’m a stickler for things like this,but I’ve be-
come that way not because I enjoy hassling crews.
In fact, I hate bringing up these issues because it
means there’s a problem that needs addressing.
Yet it’s ultimately not about me: My personal in-
sistence on orderly job sites comes instead from
looking at things from my client’s point of view.

Let’s face it: Watershaping is an invasive
process that takes place behind someone else’s
home. The fact that the homeowner might not
be exactly thrilled to have a portable restroom
in the front yard for three months is something
you have to understand. Sure, it costs a bit to
shape things up and police the job site, but the
reality is that the client sees these issues in a dif-

Aqua Culture By Brian Van Bower
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Neat & Clean
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ferent way than we do – and the client’s
the one who’s footing the bill.

Fine Points
As is the case with other aspects of pro-

ject management – effective planning,
open communication,setting realistic ex-
pectations – keeping an orderly job site is
not particularly difficult. Rather, it sim-

ply requires awareness of the issue, recog-
nition of the benefit to the client and ul-
timately to yourself, and willingness to
take the simple steps required to keep
everything on track and in place.

All you have to do, however, is look at
the vast majority of watershape-installa-
tion sites to see that this simple connection
is not being made. For the most part, I

would say that’s so because the people do-
ing the work on site are simply not in the
business of keeping the big picture in mind.

In fact, the work of even the best sub-
contractors is focused on getting the work
done, getting paid and moving on to the
next project. They have a different set of
goals and they consider the chaos that of-
ten results on site to be part of the nor-
mal pain of the process.

To be sure and as mentioned above,
there are certain costs involved in picking
up trash and in keeping everything in or-
der, and you could even argue that they
slow things down. That’s true, which is
why I consider this work as part of the
cost of the job and build it into the bid.
The amount is so small that I don’t even
set it up as a line item, but the fact that it
is part of the package somewhere leads to
happier clients – or at least to clients who
aren’t going crazy.

And if you follow this line of reasoning
along its most positive path, I’d even ar-
gue that keeping up a neat job site leads
to the kind of thinking that saves money
by making crews and subcontractors
aware of a need to protect the property
from the vagaries of construction.

Isn’t it cheaper to hang panels of plas-
tic sheeting over a nearby structure – the
house, a guest house, a cabana, whatev-
er – than it is to clean it up after it’s been
hit with stray blasts from the gunite rig?
Isn’t it cheaper, if the design calls for work-
ing around existing backyard features, to
avoid damage to landscaping and deck-
ing rather than having to fix it and make
things whole again?

People Skills
The key to all of these positives is work-

ing with good people who share your be-
liefs about customer service. The truth,
however, is that many people in the con-
struction trades do not share those beliefs,
and it can be challenging to get your point
across if they don’t. As I see it, there’s a fine
line between enforcing high standards and
being insulting, the latter of which is cer-
tainly something you want to avoid with
crews you’re trusting to execute the work.

How you choose to get your point
across is a matter of personal style. In my
case, I’m open and honest about it and
have never been shy about telling people

Aqua Culture
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what I expect, and seldom have I had to
make a large issue out of it. (Clearly, it
helps if you are consistent and hold your-
self to high standards: There’s nothing
more transparent than hypocrisy.)  

Through it all, you need to reckon with
the fact that we’ve become a society that
places relatively little value on neatness
and cleanliness. I won’t go so far to say

that we’ve become a nation of slobs, but
there does seem to be a tendency to think
that keeping up appearances is somebody
else’s worry.

I once ran a pool-service company, a
business that’s all about neatness (or at
least it should be). I worked hard to run
a quality-based operation, and my rates
were higher than those of some of our

competitors. When I was questioned
about my rates, I would often tell clients
that we charged more to enable us to hire
people they wouldn’t mind seeing around
their backyards every week. I’d tell them
we took pride in our employees and made
sure they were paid good wages for qual-
ity work and thus would feel they were
doing something worthwhile.

I found that most people understood
exactly what I meant and no longer ques-
tioned my rates, and I see the same thing
happening now in working with quality
contractors and subcontractors in the
construction process. There are those
who present a professional image in their
appearance and in their work habits, and
those who don’t. I prefer to work with
those who do.

Who you choose to work with has a
huge influence on the experience your
clients will have along the way, as will the
standards you set and the consistency of
your message that job sites should be
clean, not mean.

Building Positives
I mentioned in passing that an attitude

promoting care and cleanliness on the job
site can actually save money by helping
you avoid unnecessary repairs of inci-
dental damage. I also see positives here
because, when the unexpected strikes,
clients will perceive that you’ve done what
you can to maintain a civilized job site
and will cut you some slack.

If, for example,you accidentally hit the
sewer line and the upshot is that the
homeowners can’t use their toilets for two
days while the plumbers make the fix, they
may not be happy about what’s happened,
but they’ll be less apt to hold it against you
as carelessness if, in fact,you have not been
careless with the job site to that point.

If they have seen you actively working
to minimize the daily disruptions of con-
struction, they’ll be far more likely to give
you the benefit of the doubt. By contrast,
if you’ve made them suffer and feel as
though they’ve been living in a war zone,
then their tolerance for unexpected prob-
lems will run the range from slim to none.

By extension, all of this applies to fore-
seeable repairs and replacements. I’m of-
ten surprised by some watershapers’prac-
tice of leaving things such as replacing
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damaged sod or sprinkler systems to clients
after the watershaping part of the project
is complete. I would say that if you don’t
intend to include such services,you should
at a minimum talk with your clients about
these issues up front and give them a real-
istic idea of what will be involved.

It’s just not good at the end of a pro-
ject to leave the space with dust blow-
ing all over from ground that’s been laid
bare by the construction process. A bet-
ter way to manage loose ends, I think, is
to discuss the inevitability of the damage
with the client before the work begins
and offer to include replacements or up-
grades for landscaping, sprinklers, light-
ing and hardscape as part of the project.

I do all of this because, whenever pos-
sible, I like to see the project completed
as close to the client’s vision as possible.
Why not work with a landscaping pro-
fessional up front?  It’s a way to expand
the palette of services you offer – and the
best way possible to leave your clients with
work that looks and feels finished.

Hey, it makes things look good,and you
might even make some money off the ser-
vice. What a concept!

Finish to Start
There’s another point to keep in mind

as the construction phase comes to a close:
What you see as an ending is, in actuali-
ty, just the beginning for your clients.
When you leave, they finally get to enjoy
the watershape they’ve waited for and for
which they’ve been paying you.

All too often,however, contractors will
vacate the property and essentially aban-
don the client at what should be the most
exciting time of the process for them.

With swimming pools especially, the
simple process of filling the vessel is some-
thing that requires care and attention.
Most anyone who’s ever filled a pool or
spa knows that tap water can be discol-
ored, cloudy or out of chemical balance
and that proper “start-ups,” as they’re
known in the pool-service trade, can in-
volve careful treatment of the water as it’s

being added (or shortly thereafter) in the
form of filtration and chemical treatment.

Start-ups are too large and complicat-
ed a subject to get into here; my point is
that what is to happen must be consid-
ered ahead of time. The task should be
assigned to someone in your organiza-
tion or to an allied service company that
will conduct a proper start-up so your
client’s first experience with the water-
shape will be memorable for its clean,
sparkling water.

Back when I was directly involved with
construction, we saw to the care of the
pool for the first two months after we
turned it over to our clients. Not only
did this help us in terms of managing and
controlling how the pool was started, but
it also had the added benefit of allowing
the client to chill out for a couple of
months without worrying about main-
taining the system.

Bringing in a service company of your
choosing puts someone you trust in the
backyard right away, which can be a
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tremendous help in debugging any prob-
lems that might arise in the first few
weeks. Rather than contending with
someone you don’t know calling you with
problems – or, worse, telling the client
how fouled up the system is – an affili-
ated service professional can help you
solve technical problems before they be-
come significant.

Show and Tell
For me, the final step in project man-

agement has always been a meeting with
the client (and, at best, the whole family)
where we go over everything relating to
the system’s operation and maintenance.
We show them how to turn everything
on and off,how to work the remote-con-
trol system,how to operate the heater and
so forth – whatever it takes to make own-
ership easy and workable.

This is an important step in the process
and one that, despite the fact that it’s al-
most time to move on,should not be done
carelessly or too quickly. Often, clients
will have lots of questions and will need
a fair amount of hand-holding as they be-
come accustomed to the presence of the
watershapes in their backyards.

At this meeting, I give them a project
book/binder that includes company con-
tact information,operating instructions,
information on water sanitizing and
chemical balance, reference material for
products and components used in the
project, warranty information (we’ve al-
ready sent in all the cards for them) and
all operating booklets and manuals. I use
a thank-you letter as a cover note and in-
clude a couple of my business cards.

It’s always my goal to exit a project the
same way I entered it, with open com-
munication and a dash of style and grace.
And the final step in this farewell meet-
ing is always a request to the client for a
referral letter based on an honest assess-
ment of the entire process.

I’m proud that my clients have, through
the years, given me wonderfully positive
letters that confirm the effectiveness of
our approach to customer service. We’ve
also received letters with constructive ad-
vice or criticism, too,and value those just
as much because they help us refine our
approaches and do better in the future.

Either way, the referral-requesting

process is immensely informative and
useful, and it leaves clients with the clear
message that their points of view and
opinions really matter and have been im-
portant from beginning to end, and not
just when we were trying to get them to
sign a contract or cut the initial check.
Start to finish, that’s what good project
management is all about.

17WATERsHAPES �AUGUST 2003

Brian Van Bower runs Aquatic Consultants
and is a partner in Van Bower & Wiren, a
pool-construction firm in Miami.  He is also
a co-founder of Genesis 3, A Design Group;
dedicated to top-of-the-line performance in
aquatic design and construction, this orga-
nization conducts schools for like-minded pool
designers and builders.  He can be reached
at bvanbower@aol.com.WS
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ut of all the varieties I mentioned in last month’s discussion
of maples,my favorite was (and still is) the variegated maple.
Beyond the simply spectacular nature of that particular tree,

what I love most about it is the variegation of the  leaves.
This is clearly a personal preference. In fact,I’ve come across many

clients and friends who have a specific disdain for variegated plants
– something about them must remind people uncomfortably of the
’70s in some way. But by discounting this group of plants as po-
tential selections for a garden palette, these people are missing out
on a great opportunity.

I often think of variegated plants as the illusionists of the botan-
ical world. For one thing, they allow me to add colors other than
green to a design in unusual ways. For another,most of them have
the potential to lighten up dark areas (as is the case with white-
variegated shade plants) or,on the other end of the spectrum,to add
splashes of color in dramatic ways.

With green as the basic backdrop,variegated leaves can be white,
cream,yellow,blue,gray,bronze,red or almost any other color imag-
inable. I’ve even found a few just recently that have purple tinges to
them,and some don’t even have green in them at all.

Putting Variegation to Work
The point is,variegated plants are quite versatile and can easily be

used to add depth and dimension to an otherwise flat plant palette.
For the most part,we think of plants as a means of adding color,

Variegated Selections

texture and form to our designs. With variegated plants,how-
ever, not only do we hit the mark with all those convention-
al functions, but we’re also able to add light and work with
greater detail in our color palette.

Here are a few of the ways they can be used to go above and
beyond the usual:

�Bring light to shady spots. In my opinion,the greatest val-
ue of variegated plants is in bringing light into any shaded area.
Using a light variegated plant (one,for example,with white,yel-
low or cream variegation) can create the illusion,for example,
that light is penetrating to that particular spot.

Just as darker leaves will make an area appear shadier and
more recessed, the variegation can trick the eye into be-
lieving that the area is not quite as canopied or shady and
can actually bring it forward. This trick is perfect for an area
where few plants will grow and you want to create some va-
riety. These plants are great in shady pond environments,
for example, and may enhance or play with reflections of
light on the water.

� Add a streak of color. Plants such as variegated flax are
quite linear (and, as I call them,“strappy”). Using a varie-
gated,strappy-leafed plant can break up a flat or monotonous
appearance,particularly in a mass planting. I also recommend
using a couple of different varieties together to lend a greater
sense of variety and depth.

� Create more depth and dimension. If your entire plant
palette is green, adding a red, white or any variegated plant
will not only break up the monotony,but it also adds anoth-
er “dimension”because the use of light colors as the variega-
tion will draw that particular plant closer to the eye. (Similarly,
a dark variegation,such as red or bronze,will cause that plant
to recede into the landscape.) 

There’s a lot more to color theory and use than I can cov-
er here, but suffice it to say for the moment that these ap-
proaches really do work to give a greater and helpful sense
of depth to garden spaces. Just one caution: As with any-

Variegated plants are quite versatile and can easily be

used to add depth and dimension to an otherwise flat

plant palette.

Natural Companions By Stephanie rose
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thing,a dramatic design touch works best
when used in moderation and loses its
magic when overdone. In other words,
a solid mass of variegated plants will not
show them at their best!

A Multi-Hued Sampler
Let’s take a look at some of my favorites

among variegated plants:

Acer negundo ‘Variegatum.’ As I dis-
cussed last month,this is a great part-shade
tree with stunning,white-variegated leaves
and spectacular weeping seed pods. It can
accent an oak tree quite well, for example,
or bring light to an otherwise dull, shady

spot. This tree is difficult to find, unfor-
tunately, but the ‘Flamingo’variety can be
a reasonable substitute.

•  Aspidistra elatior ‘Variegata’(Cast
Iron Plant). Aptly named, this stalwart
will grow in the darkest, most shaded of
areas (within reason,of course). The var-
iegated version has white streaks adorning
dark-green leaves, and it’s a great choice
for areas where little else will grow.

Arrhenatherum elatius bulbosum
‘Variegatum’(Bulbous oat grass). This
is one of my new favorites – a bluish-green
grass variegated with white that grows to
about a foot high and wide and is suitable
for use in either full sun or partial shade.

•  Aucuba japonica. Distinctive yellow
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white-variegated shade plants)
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spectrum, to add splashes of 
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spots make this a unique shrub – one that
looks as though someone accidentally
splattered paint on the leaves. It can grow
easily to a height of six to ten feet and
about that wide and is great for planting
in partial or full shade. This variety has
worked especially well for me as a back-
ground filler against dark-green leaves.

•  Baumea rubignosa ‘Variegata.’ If you
want a very upright green grass, this is a
great choice. I’ve looked for but never
found an unvariegated variety,but I’ve also
noticed that its subtle,creamy-yellow stripes
blend in well. The plant forms tight clumps
that grow to about two feet high,and I rec-
ommend using it as a gentle accent rather
than as a centerpiece or something you’d
like to have stand out.

•  Dianella tasmanica ‘Variegata.’ This
strappy-leafed plant looks quite similar to
Agapanthus (or Lily of the Nile) in appear-
ance and growth habit, but its leaves are
slightly narrower and are more pointed at
the tips. I’ve just started using this variety
and find it makes a great substitute (when
your client wants something “different”) for
the all-too-common Agapanthus. It makes
a great accent near a watershape with its
small blue flowers, which are followed by
blue berries.

•  Lamium maculatum ‘Beacon Silver.’
As ground covers go, I see this one as of-
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fering the most visual bang for the buck. The light-green leaves are
splashed with white and produce small pink flowers. Beyond the fact
that it brightens up any dark area, it works beautifully when paired
with the green leaves and purple flowers of Campanula muralis.
Another variety,‘White Nancy’,has white flowers – perfect for clients
who hate pink.

• Hedera. The name sounds sophisticated, but it’s just plain Ivy.
There are so many different varieties of this plant, most of which are
dreaded by all sensible people, but if properly maintained and con-
tained, variegated ivy offers great coverage for large areas and is par-
ticularly useful on slopes because of its unequaled soil-binding abili-
ties. On a much smaller scale (and if planted among solid-leafed shrubs
and trees that set it off),small patches of variegated Hedera can be the
perfect accent and brightener for any garden.

• Hosta. I have only been able to use this plant in the mountains of
southern California because it’s an annual down in Los Angeles. I
wish that weren’t the case,because this group of plants offers some of
the best selections among variegated leaves known to mankind. (To
see some great examples, check out some of the catalogs by Wayside
Gardens and other growers who supply perennials.)

• Hydrangea macrophylla ‘Variegata’or ‘Tricolor.’ Though hy-
drangeas are spectacular by themselves, sometimes the combina-
tion of leaves and flower color gets lost in a darker space. The var-
iegated version of this plant works best when placed among
darker-leafed selections.

Liriope spicata
‘Silver Dragon.’ I’ve
used this strappy-
leafed “grass” exten-
sively in shade gar-
dens. It grows to
about 18 inches high
with its flower spikes
and accents and

brightens darker areas. This particular variety has white varie-
gation, but others have yellow and gold stripes.

Miscanthus sinensis ‘Morning
Light’and ‘Zebrinus.’ These strik-
ing grasses can grow to six feet tall
and about three to four feet in width.
‘Morning Light’has white stripes the
length of the leaves,while ‘Zebrinus’
(also known as ‘Strictus’) is striped
horizontally. Both are quite eye-
catching and sure to stand out when
massed with darker leaves.
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Pteris quadriaurita ‘Argyraea.’ I’ve
found only a few variegated ferns that work
well. This one has finger-like fronds,comes
in a range of variegated colors (most com-
monly white) and can grow to four feet tall
and wide. It’s quite showy,especially when
set off against other shade plants. (The
Wayside Gardens catalog covers some un-
usual varieties.)

Phormium tenax (Duet, Maori
Queen, Sundowner, Guardsman and
more). I grew up hating flax almost as
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much as roses, but I’ve since learned the
value of these striking plants and use them
whenever possible. At one time,they were
available only in solid green and solid
bronze, but the varieties available now
range from the cream and green of ‘Duet’
to the cream/yellow/orange/ green/red of
‘Sundowner’(which is sometimes likened
to a Tequila Sunrise). There’s also the

striking bronze and fire-engine red of
‘Guardsman,’ and I’ve even planted one
called ‘Pink Stripe’that is bronze with pink
stripes down the sides. The variegation
of flax also makes for a spectacular night-
time display with uplighting at its base:
The lighter variegations tend to take on a
translucency at night that makes them
quite special when illuminated.

•  Pittosporum (tobira ‘Variegata’and
‘Marjorie Channon’). Most of the
Pittosporum family is quite familiar to
many of us. The “tobira”varieties especially
were used throughout the ’70s and are still
standard in many gardens as filler plants.
I’ve used tobira ‘Variegata’where there are
too many large, plain-green trees and
shrubs. It can grow up to 15 feet tall and
probably as wide (although they’re usual-
ly kept to about six feet wide) and have
medium green leaves accented with creamy
white variegation. More recently,I’ve been

using tenuifolium ‘Marjorie Channon,’ a
medium-to-large shrub with thin, dark-
brown branches and small leaves that have
a lacy appearance. The contrast of the
medium-green leaves with their creamy-
white variegation against the dark bark is
quite unusual – a conversation piece for
any garden.

Next time,we’ll explore other ways to light-
en up darker planting palettes through use
of varieties with gray foliage.
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Stephanie Rose runs Stephanie Rose
Landscape Design in Encino, Calif.  A specialist
in residential garden design, her projects of-
ten include collaboration with custom pool
builders.  If you have a specific question about
landscaping (or simply want to exchange
ideas), e-mail her at sroseld@earthlink.net.
She also can be seen this season in six new
episodes of “The Surprise Gardener,” airing
Tuesday evenings on HGTV.   
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ake it from someone who has ripped out and replaced more than his share of
old and failed swimming pools through the years: Some things are worth
keeping!

That’s why it’s so wonderful to find an old pool – a product of the indus-
try’s infancy – that has stood the test of time and has won the right to be left in
place. This is the first in a series of columns on one such pool. It’s also the start
of a story about clients who appreciate art and style and have surrounded them-
selves with objects and spaces of true value and beauty.

I knew right away that these people were way ahead of the game when they
called me about renovating an old pool and adding a spa to complete their
backyard. The house, located on a private street in the grand old Los Feliz
neighborhood of Los Angeles, had been built in 1923, with the pool added sev-
en years later.

The house is a stunner, an artifact of the Jazz Age straight out of an F. Scott
Fitzgerald novel. (Since my first visit, I’ve been calling it the Gatsby House.)  It’s
basically a Spanish Colonial mansion, but it was outfitted with all sorts of great
Victorian touches. Vaulted ceilings,beautiful marble stairways, soaring arches and
eclectic details abound,and everything has been carefully restored with period ma-
terials, from the kitchen to the elegant floors.
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Connections
The couple found me through The

Franklin Report, a directory of quality de-
signers, contractors and suppliers target-
ing high-end consumers. By then, they’d
already talked with lots of people and were
familiar with several top-flight contrac-
tors, including Paul Benedetti from north-
ern California and my Genesis 3 partner
Skip Phillips from southern California.
They’d even managed to get their hands
on some copies of WaterShapes.

I walked into a space that very easily
could have hosted Errol Flynn and Mary
Pickford – there was a definite air of
Hollywood elegance to the place. I en-
countered the sort of backyard environ-
ment that forces you to think of late-af-
ternoon martinis and strolls around the
grounds – lush vegetation highlighted by
soaring palm trees and beautiful patios
tucked among the plantings. There were
multiple fountains,grand fish tanks,a va-
riety of intimate spaces and numerous
spots with spectacular views.

It’s just the sort of place that would be
perfect for a gorgeous limestone deck,
which is exactly what these clients had in-
stalled about three years ago. It was un-
fortunate, however, that for all their care
in restoring, decorating and maintaining
their beautiful home, at some point they
had received some truly dreadful advice
with respect to the backyard area and
those decks.

The problem: By installing the exquis-
ite Beaumanniere limestone decking, the
clients had made the task of subsequent-

T
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existing (and highly valuable) deck.
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ceivable aspect of their home.
There was no letting up here: We spent

many an hour talking through every as-
pect of the challenge ahead of time so
they could fully appreciate and compre-
hend the situation, all with a goal of de-
termining what could and should be

done. It was a classic example of “lish
thinking”– that is, thinking well outside
the box – that was so much a part of the
Malibu Colony project covered in this
column earlier this year.

As these conversations progressed, we
discussed in detail how we could do every-

ly restoring the pool and adding a spa
(their main motivation in addressing the
needs of the pool) a virtual impossibili-
ty. They had obviously spent tens of thou-
sand of dollars on the incredibly detailed
and beautiful deck – a work of art in every
respect – and there was just no way that
this work should be pulled up or other-
wise disrupted.

I do enjoy a good challenge, but even
I was somewhat daunted by the notion
of tackling a major watershape renova-
tion that would involve working around
an existing (and highly valuable) deck.
The upshot would be an immensely
complicated project with almost no ac-
cess at all.

Reality Check
In most cases,working around this sort

of obstacle, and particularly the costs as-
sociated with executing such a project,
puts things out of reach. But these clients
are exceptional and have been involved
in a highly detailed way with every con-
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Detail 30

The original pool was built around 1929 and has all the features of residential pools
of that vintage, including a gutter system and an unusually deep hopper.

New Complete Trucks Available
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thing they wanted. I watched their un-
derstanding grow,and I also watched the
scope of the project grow beyond adding
a spa to include reworking of the lighting
scheme and addition of gorgeous glass
mosaic tile.

We also discussed the practicalities and
the need to replace all of the pool’s anti-
quated copper plumbing, its old scupper
and its inefficient equipment set. In ful-
ly considering the challenge of executing
all of these upgrades without disrupting
their gorgeous deck, they came to un-
derstand the complexity of the project –
and its cost.

What makes this project different from
many of my others is the point mentioned
up top: For a change, this was a pool
worth keeping. All of the major design
decisions on this project had been made
decades ago: My job was to upgrade the
pool in such a way that no one would ever
know we’d been there.

The pool itself is a rectangle of about
950 square feet with offset radiuses on the

ends – simple and classic. The concrete
shell appears to have been poured in place,
and even after 70 years in a lively seismic
environment,everything about it appears
to be plumb and square. It was a quali-
ty job to begin with; our task would be to

enhance it so it does an even better job of
expressing the intent of the original land-
scape architect or designer.

As we now envision it, we’ll be adding
a circular spa inside the existing pool us-
ing one of the radiuses, keeping the dam
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The challenge of updating and uprgrading the pool is complicated by this incredi-
ble limestone decking. It was installed at great cost not long ago and features tight
joints and details very much worth preserving undisturbed.



wall at or near water level to make the spa
essentially disappear. We’ll replace the
one big light in the deep end with three
lights along the side that will illuminate
the pool more evenly. Finally,we’ll get rid
of the traditional white plaster, replacing
it with a field of glass tile; a fabulous mo-
saic treatment at the waterline; and a styl-
ized medallion in the floor of the pool.

Stitches in Time
Behind what is basically a simple ren-

ovation program is still the issue of ex-
actly how all of this work is to be done
without smashing the existing deck to
bits. Not to give away all the details up
front, suffice it for now to say that the
solution will involve extensive core
drilling from inside the pool. Future
columns will cover this process as well
as other phases of the project as it moves
toward completion.

The last point I want to make here has
to do with the clients and the importance
of giving them realistic expectations about
what’s in store for them as the project moves
forward. To our common advantage,
they’ve already been involved in extensive
renovation projects in other parts of their
home and know what this is all about.

They understand perfectly well, for ex-
ample, that changing one detail over here
can have a rippling effect over there. They
also understand that, as things move for-
ward, we’re likely to run into things that
couldn’t have been anticipated, particu-
larly given the age of the pool.

The point is, their eyes were wide open
well before the project started, and I’ve
seen it as my responsibility to make cer-
tain they know what’s coming – even po-
tentially gruesome possibilities that may
never arise. They’ve asked pointed ques-
tions and have demanded clear answers,
and in all fairness I’ve told them all I can.

Frankly, clients such as these are a true
delight. They know what they want and
they’re experienced enough to understand
the value of thinking everything through
ahead of time. We’ve been through every
contingency, pondered every detail and
sweated every possibility. It’s been an ex-
hausting process, to be sure,but they were
committed and ready to go before the old
pool had even been drained.

Our goal has been (and continues to be)

figuring out what might come up ahead
of time and considering the possible an-
swers from every angle before those issues
arise. So watch the project unfold through
the next few issues: It’ll be a pleasure to re-
store such an excellent example of our in-
dustry’s early work – and an even greater
one to take this journey with people who
value the beauty of an age gone by.
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At its most basic, public art creates
spaces in which people experience art
without paying hard-earned dollars to
own it or going to a museum or gallery
to see it.

Public art is also about giving everyone
within eyeshot new types of experiences
amid their daily routines. Perhaps it’s an
object they’ll pass on the way to the sub-
way or an environment they’ll spot out of
the corner of an eye as they drive to the
grocery store. Maybe it’s a place where
people gather to eat lunch or a landmark
for arranging meetings with friends.
Whether it’s familiar to the viewer or
sneaks up unexpectedly,the work becomes
a special, identifiable part of the landscape.

Sometimes the sculptures we see in
public spaces are abstracted geometric
designs or artworks that might as well be
located in one public place as another. We
also see traditional sculptures or foun-
tains that, while beautiful, don’t have
much to do with their surroundings.
Many of these works are interesting, but
I’m far more intrigued by artworks that
emotionally connect with or evoke some
aspect of a location’s history, geography
or sense of community.

When public art makes this connec-

tion, it has the effect of turning up the vol-
ume on the experience of being in a giv-
en place. In addition to having the pow-
er to calm and soothe,artwork specifically
integrated with a site also serves to resist
the growing sameness of our society by
expressing a community’s unique iden-
tity and a place’s role in the lives of local
citizens. In doing so, public art prompts
us to view ourselves as part of our sur-
roundings,while honoring the individu-
ality of a place and of all who happen by.

Caught Up
Before I started down this philosophi-

cal path, I studied the sciences, architec-
ture and history – all of which regularly
inform my work. Oddly, however, it was
a job in commercial fishing that led to my
first big break in art. It happened after a
summer working at sea.

I’d had it in mind to make some sort of
sculpture in a public place,but back then
I didn’t know how to find places or ways
to realize my ideas. While visiting a cul-
tural-affairs office in Boston, I heard by
chance that someone who had contract-
ed to do holiday lighting over the street
had backed out.

In a flash, I came up with the idea of

suspending large fishing nets over the
streets and using them to hang thousands
of tiny lights. This gradually became a
business in which, to this day,I make large
displays with fishnets and lights – not
about the holidays, exactly, but more
about lighting up the winter sky in a fes-
tive way. This seasonal, decorative pub-
lic art gave me a start, and I’ve since been
able to move forward with more perma-
nent installations.

Through all my work with nets and
lights, I kept my focus on a conviction that
public art works best when it is site-spe-
cific and carries special meaning for mem-
bers of the community in which it is
placed. The lighted fishing nets, for ex-
ample, speak clearly of Boston’s history
in commercial fishery.

Through the past eight years, much of
my work has involved water and water ef-
fects that function in both conceptual and
sculptural ways.

I’m drawn to these effects by the in-
herent power water has to attract atten-
tion and captivate viewers. (This is doubt-
less why fountains are among the most
popular forms of public art.)  We all share
common experiences in and around wa-
ter,whether it’s bathing,washing the dish-

Public
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es, swimming in a pool or walking along
a stream or a river. Because of those as-
sociations, the constant change and vari-
ety that water lend to a space and a work
of art engages us to the extent that most
of us can’t resist breaking into gleeful
smiles when we get close to it.

After I’ve used water in a project, I make
a point of sitting back and watching how
it is experienced. I love to see someone in
the distance “discover”a water sculpture,
then,almost as if a deep instinct takes over,
change paths to get near it – and then be-
come even more excited as he or she
comes closer and gets to a place where the
water can be touched.

I work with all sorts of materials –
stone, stainless steel and bronze chief
among them – and bring water into the
work whenever I can. These can be im-
posing materials, but my water projects
are extremely accessible. I always think
in terms of setting them up in such a way
that people can get in them, climb on
them and get wet.

Interactivity is a tremendous force,
something that makes the observers active
participants in their own experience. It’s
amazing to see well-dressed people of all
ages decide (often in small tentative steps)

to get closer and closer – and, eventually,
to get themselves completely drenched.

Processing Time
Taking the time to know the space I’ll be

helping to shape is the key to my work.
This working to forge connections with
the history and geography of a place and
the people who occupy it requires a design
process that in my case includes exten-
sive conversations with members of the
community and others on the design team.

These are often projects created by and
with the community, and I use all of the
various community meetings – and there
are very often a great many of them – as
a venue for striking up personal conver-
sations with those involved. I often find
very useful information and insights that
might otherwise get lost in the course of
the usual meeting.

This level of research and conversation
is not uncommon,especially in large land-
scape architecture projects, but my nar-
rower aim is to elicit details and nuances
that will enable me to infuse my work
with symbolism and meaning that car-
ries the work past the generic. I’m not
looking for consensus; what I’m after is
fuel for my creative process.

I often start a project seeking a wide
range of images and concepts,even if they
do not immediately seem practical or use-
ful. I then try to visualize the ideas with
simple sketches,quick cardboard models
or tabletop scale models made with rocks,
metal and wood along with water and
light. Only then do I start to research tech-
nical solutions and specific materials for
the fabrication/installation phases. This
can be a cumbersome process, but I find
that it also allows for fresh thinking and
intriguing discoveries.

There are many trade specialists who
have generously helped me along the way,
and I like to combine the skills of people
who have never worked together before –
machinists and stone carvers who make
special inserts into granite, for example,or
lighting engineers and concrete finishers
who work in tandem to get just the right
reflectivity off a concrete surface.

I have been fortunate to find wonder-
ful people to work with to develop un-
likely solutions to some surprising prob-
lems. Ultimately, both the process and
result are about discovery. It’s a true priv-
ilege to have the opportunity to engage
this process with the outcome of creating
meaningful public art.

Interests

In creating sculptures and watershapes inspired by local history, geography and natural features, public artist Ross Miller
aims to delight and soothe all passersby while especially rewarding those who see a deeper meaning.  Whether the water in
these compositions is vigorous and crashing or gentle and vaporous, he says, his goal is to shape spaces that celebrate local
heritage and enrich the spirit of their communities. 
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The Shoe Fountain 
Festival Plaza, Auburn, Maine

The town of Auburn is located an hour inland
from the coast of Maine – not a traditional desti-
nation spot for tourists, but one with ambition.

The town’s mayor, Lee Young, is a forward-look-
ing woman who headed up a $2.3 million cam-
paign to create a park at the city’s center to give
the downtown area a sense of place. The Shoe
Fountain is part of that effort.

Auburn was once home to numerous shoe fac-
tories, and the industry was the city’s largest em-
ployer. The factories are now gone and the toll
on the city’s economy has been devastating. The
Shoe Fountain pays homage to this history while
giving the town a new focus for pride and a more
hopeful outlook for the future. It’s right in keep-
ing with the town’s motto, Vestigia Nulla Retrorsum
– that is, “no steps backward.”

The fountain is part of a large set of stairs lead-
ing to an open plaza on the bank of the Andro -
scoggin River. Water flows over a granite weir
and cascades over pink granite stepping stones
set with gray granite cobbles. Nine cast-bronze
shoes “walk”up the stairs on the stepping stones,
each shoe equipped with a custom nozzle inte-
grated with fiber-optic lighting that illuminates both
the nozzles’spray and the flow of the water over
the steps.

John Ryther, a landscape architect with Icon
Architecture of Boston, designed the space and
brought me in to discuss waterfeatures that might
be included. Lead architect John Shields had al-
ready designed the stairs; through a series of col-
laborative discussions, we developed the idea of
adding water that would cascade down another
set of steps that would run alongside the pedes-
trian stairs and wheelchair ramp.

Once the concept was developed, The
Fountain People of San Marcos, Texas, helped
achieve the water effects. I ordered several off-
the-shelf fan-jet nozzles for a full-scale mock-up,
and the shoes were chosen after sizing up many
possibilities.

As it happened, we spotted some beautifully
worn and patched shoes on the feet of an art stu-
dent working in my studio. We made rubber molds,
poured wax copies of the shoes, then shaped, dis-
tressed and distorted them to create individual
variations. New England Sculpture Service, an
artist’s foundry, cast the shoes in silica bronze, an
alloy with a warm reddish tone. A chemical pati-
na of ferrous oxide was applied, resulting in an
amazingly shoe-like brown.
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All Lit Up
Lighting is always an important piece of the experience of any outdoor

sculpture – and particularly tricky when it comes to water.  
After several months of trials with experienced lighting consultants and nu-

merous tests of everything from narrow-beam, low-voltage spots to submersible
fiberoptics and remote floodlights, I was unhappy with all of the options. 

As I kept at it, I began hearing about Sandra Liotus, a lighting designer who
specializes in custom fabrication of fiberoptic lighting systems.  After a few phone
conversations, her engineer, David Crampton-Bardon, visited my studio.  We
inserted highly illuminated ends of glass-fiber bundles into holes drilled directly
into the nozzle’s water stream. 

By carefully tuning the angle of water and light, the light beam and the
water stream became one, the light internally reflecting within the arched wa-
ter stream and curving as it descends to light the reservoir/pool below.

– R.M.
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The Falls Fountain
Festival Plaza, Auburn, Maine

This fountain is located above The Shoe Fountain on a large
plaza. Here the inspiration is the nearby Androscoggin River
Falls, now often dry when the river water is diverted to a pow-
er plant.

Local history tells of early Native Americans who used caves
behind the falls for ceremonial purposes – and of settlers who
later hid in the caves to avoid pursuit by those same Native
people. The idea of these falls is to create a contemporary
sculpture that enables visitors to move in and around sheets
of falling water as a metaphor for the lost history of the river’s
falls.

Large, upright, stainless steel structures contain plumb-
ing, lighting fixtures and a total of 36 feet of sheeting waterfall
nozzles that send water cascading over a field of pink granite
boulders.

Lighting specialist John Powell suggested a series of nar-
row-beam low-voltage spotlights (aircraft landing lights) that
are positioned within the overhead structure in line with the
water flow. At night, light refracts magically through the stream-
ing water and bounces off of the crystalline granite surfaces.
Here again, The Fountain People worked closely with me to
achieve the desired water effects with sheeting nozzles, fog
nozzles and the circulation and control systems.

Beneath the sculptural waterfall, 45 tons of red and gray
granite boulders are arranged so people can climb on them
and interact with the water. All of the stones are between 16
and 24 inches tall, making them easily accessible by chil-
dren and adults. In addition, many of the boulders are spaced
far enough apart that people in wheelchairs can pass through
easily.

To address the obvious safety issues, the rocks were flame-
finished with a torch to create a rough surface that can be
walked on with sure footing. The granite has its own story: It
comes from Jonesboro, Maine, one of the state’s two remain-
ing operational quarries. (At the beginning of the 19th Century,
there were more than 400 granite quarries here.) 

Fabrication of the fountain itself required the engineering of
a complicated bulkhead and frame structure to hold the sheet
bar nozzles, custom manifolds, fog system and lighting. All of
the half-inch-thick, 316 stainless steel parts were shaped with
a computer-controlled water-jet cutter using a high pressure
water stream carrying an abrasive garnet grit.

Although I like hands-on work, much of the design process
involved in assembling these components took place with
faxed sketches, e-mailed CAD files and phone calls between
my studio and the custom fabricators, Maley Laser Processing
of Warwick, R.I. Building the structure to hold these water ef-
fects was a collaborative design/build process that required
full-scale mock-ups in plywood, then steel prototypes before
final assembly by a skilled staff of machinists, welders and
technicians.
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Finding Inspiration
I love finding ways to manipulate the shape of wa-

ter, and I find inspiration even in the most mundane of
aquatic experiences.

I, for example, look forward to doing the dishes. 
Often, I’ll be cleaning a spoon or ladle or knife and

will find myself turning it different ways under the faucet,
watching the water’s shapes and then perhaps ad-
justing the kitchen lights a bit to make the flow more
dramatic or beautiful.  That may sound a bit odd, but
it’s a great laboratory, and it’s there just waiting for me
several times a day.  

More conventionally, I also take cues from nature and
am an avid observer of rivers, streams and other forms
of water, including glaciers.  My work is to translate
these observations into compositions.

– R.M.
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The Fog Fountains 
University Park, MIT, Cambridge, Mass.

This waterfeature was designed in collaboration with cit-
izens of the city of Cambridge, Mass., for a new park set
among biotech-research buildings on the edge of the cam-
pus of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. In an un-
likely twist on more conventional design processes, com-
munity protests and neighborhood activism led to plan
revisions aimed at adding amenities for residential neigh-
bors after park construction had started. One specific and
unanimous request was for a waterfeature.

Through this process, I learned that sometimes when po-
litical desire is effectively expressed, there are fast-track ways
to get things done. In this case, change orders were issued
and the park’s designers, The Halvorson Co., gracefully com-
pleted the extra design detailing.

The park is built on land that was once a tidal salt marsh
and later became the site of several 19th-century manu-
facturing facilities. We wanted to evoke the spirit of those
bygone, misty shores.

The water effect here is all fog that rises at various timed
intervals within a sculpture made up of stainless steel and
granite cubes. A circular seat wall surrounds the entire wa-
ter sculpture, inviting visitors to sit amid and enjoy the cool-
ing mist. A series of cast-bronze oyster shells are located
around the fountain, adding a measure of visual interest
and directing the flow of run-off water. (These shells are
based on real shells we unearthed on site during founda-
tion excavation.)  

The horizontal granite fountain base is sandblasted with
patterns that catch and hold the mist. The designs are based
on enlargements of electron-microscope images of chro-
mosomes and recombinant DNA – a nod to the biotech lab-
oratories that operate 24 hours a day in the adjacent build-
ings.

The fog system was developed by Mee Industries of
Monrovia, Calif. The misting nozzles consist of small at-
omizers that work under extremely high water pressure. I
find it interesting that the main applications for the compa-
ny’s products include systems designed to prevent citrus
groves from freezing in raw weather and systems that clean
the air emitted from power-plant stacks.

In all, 24 nozzles are mounted within a stainless steel, wo-
ven-mesh cube at the base of the fountain. There’s also a
small runnel carved into the granite around the perimeter of
the fountain to collect the minimal runoff that condenses
from the fog. Given all of today’s water-conservation con-
cerns, this is a practical fountain!

The fog patterns change constantly, creating subtle vari-
ations. I did my best to capitalize on the transient quality of
the effect. Observers need to pay fairly close attention at
different times of the day and in different weather conditions
to capture the dynamics of the composition.

Public Purpose
We live in times when public funding for

artworks and public-space development is of-
ten in question and budgets for public ameni-
ties are steadily being cut.  

As our society becomes more complex, it
is essential that we buck those trends and fo-
cus on improving our communal public
places.  On that level, creating watershapes
for public places is an important gift to our
culture, a way we honor our shared values
and provide absolutely necessary places for
gathering and celebration.

– R.M.
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t seems obvious that all watershapers
would have a clear understanding of
the materials commonly used in
pipes and fittings and would know

all about the primers and glues and me-
chanical approaches used to connect
plumbing joints. That’s not always the
case, however, which is why I’m rarely
shocked to see system failures that are
the direct and inevitable result of im-
proper plumbing connections.

It’s amazing to me that these connections
haven’t been properly made,of course,but
what’s even more amazing is that these
problems often arise with installations
where lots of good work has gone into cal-
culating proper hydraulics and laying things
out in efficient ways. None of that matters
when the pipes start to leak! 

Much of what follows should be fa-
miliar territory, but this issue of making
proper connections is so important that
no series of articles on hydraulic funda-
mentals would be complete without cov-

ering just what it takes to join Pipe A to
Pipe B. In approaching the subject, we’ll
pare back to essentials, considering only
materials commonly used in the resi-
dential watershaping market. We’ll also
focus in on re-circulation systems (rather
than gas or other peripheral lines) and
thereby narrow the range of materials and
techniques down enough that everything
will fit comfortably in this one article.

Types of Pipes
For more than three decades, the

plumbing of pools and spas and most
other watershapes has been dominated
by thermoplastic piping materials in the
form of different schedules and types of
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and acryloni-
trile butadiene styrene (ABS).

These materials (Figure 1) are now so
commonplace that it’s fair to say that most
of us in the trade take their reliable per-
formance completely for granted. Even
so,understanding their basics is most help-

ful,especially when it comes time to make
good plumbing connections.

For starters, there are five common pipe
types used for pools, spas and other res-
idential watershapes:

�Schedule 40 PVC rigid is most com-
mon among materials used to plumb
backyard watershapes. This PVC sched-
ule can handle water temperatures up to
140 degrees Fahrenheit (or 60 degrees
Celsius) and pressures between 125 and
200 pounds per square inch. (For specific
pressure ratings,be certain to consult the
pipe’s manufacturer.)  Solvent welding or
flanging are the primary techniques used
to join schedule 40 PVC pipe.

Schedule 40 PVC has a relatively low re-
sistance to ultraviolet light, which can be
an issue on some equipment-pad applica-
tions,but it also has a relatively high tensile
strength and elasticity that make it stronger
and more rigid than other thermoplastics.

� Schedule 80 PVC is similar in char-
acteristics to schedule 40, but it features

From pools, spas and fountains to
streams, ponds and waterparks, ef-
fective watershaping is largely about
the plumbing that makes these sys-
tems work.  If you see things that way,
says hydraulics expert Steve Gutai,
there’s nothing more fundamental to
success than making proper connec-
tions in the system’s plumbing lines,
first time, every time, and piping joints
that will bear up under pressure for
the long haul. 

Making
Connections

By Steve Gutai

H y d r a u l i c F u n d a m e n t a l s

I



higher pressure ratings and impact
strength as a result of having thicker walls.
It is also joined by solvent welding as well
as by flanging or threading. For transi-
tions to schedule 40 PVC – for example,
at pool pumps’ suction and discharge
ports – threaded schedule 80 PVC nip-
ples are commonly used.

One important point to remember in
using schedule 80 PVC is that the pipes
have a lower carrying capacity because
the pipes’ inside diameter is smaller, thus
reducing water flow. That in mind, you
should always consult a friction flow chart
that corresponds to the piping material
you are using to determine the material’s
flow and head requirements.

�CPVC (that is, chlorinated PVC) – in
schedule 80 for threaded adapters and in
schedule 40 for pipe – is also similar in
characteristics to PVC, but it’s designed
to handle moving water at temperatures
up to 180 degrees F (82 degrees C),mak-
ing it useful for hot-water applications.
The pressure rating for CPVC piping ma-
terial is lower than schedule 40 or sched-
ule 80 PVC, topping out at about 100 psi.

As with schedule 80 PVC, CPVC pipe
is joined by solvent welding, flanging or
threading, and threaded CPVC nipples
are commonly used to make transitions
from pool pumps’suction and discharge
ports to schedule 40 piping. Costs are dif-
ferent, however, with CPVC being con-
siderably more expensive than either
schedule 40 or schedule 80 PVC.

�Schedule 40 PVC Flex is a non-rigid
form of piping that’s particularly useful
in cramped quarters, which is why it’s
commonly used in the portable spa in-
dustry and has found applications in
pools and other watershapes in certain
parts of the country. (It’s important to
note here that all plumbing materials
used for the plumbing of inground
swimming pools must be approved by
your local health or safety and building
department.) 

Obviously, PVC Flex’s flexibility is its
main advantage: It can significantly re-
duce the number of fittings required by

rigid piping in the same application, and
it can also take the high water tempera-
tures associated with spas.

But PVC Flex is not always appropri-
ate for underground usage, because it’s
more susceptible to tearing and termite
or rodent damage than are other ther-
moplastics. Cutting it also takes some
care: You must be certain in doing so that
you don’t cause the outside diameter of

the pipe to flatten or go out of round,be-
cause this will significantly reduce the
amount of sealing surface of glue joints.

� ABS is most commonly used for
drain, waste and vent applications and
comes into play in watershape re-circu-
lating systems if the project calls for a gut-
ter system with gravity-fed lines that flow
to surge tanks. The material is much like
PVC – common, easily workable and
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Figure 1: The five most common types of pipe used for swimming pool plumbing
are, from top to bottom, ABS, schedule 80 PVC, CPVC, PVC Flex and rigid Schedule
40 PVC.



readily available – and is commonly used in drainage
applications because it works well in low-pressure
applications. It’s also impact resistant and very
durable, even at low or freezing temperatures, and
can handle temperatures up to 160 degrees F.

Schedule 40 PVC is by far the most commonly
used pool-plumbing material these days: It is light-
weight, inexpensive and easy to use and can be pur-
chased in rigid or flexible forms across a wide range
of diameters. In addition, its durability, resistance
to corrosion and ability to handle heat are all factors
that contribute to the expanding popularity of this
pipe type in recent years.

One point to consider is that PVC is so adaptable
a material that it is also used successfully in setting
up such things as electrical conduits, drainage sys-
tems and venting. It is important to note that pipes
specifically labeled and intended for these other ap-
plications are not suited for use in water systems. As
an example, schedule 40 electrical pipe or conduit is
not approved for use on water systems. That may
seem an obvious point, but it is surprising how of-
ten mistakes are made and the wrong material is used.

Pipe Joinery
With everything laid out and the pipes all trimmed

to the right lengths and cleared of any burrs that may
have resulted from cutting, it’s time to focus on a
bit of pipe-joining technique.

For the most part, watershape re-circulating sys-
tems are connected through a process known as sol-
vent cementing. This is the most common method
of joining PVC and ABS pipe to fittings made of the
same material as the piping – elbows, tees,manifolds
and more. Done properly, this method provides a
chemically fused joint that is the key to overall sys-
tem success.

All it takes to ensure good, leak-free glue joints is
following a few simple rules:

•  The surfaces to be joined must be cleaned
•  An appropriate primer must be used to soften

the pipe
•  Plenty of cement should be used in filling the gap

between the pipe and fitting (Figure 2)
•  Pipes and fittings should be assembled while the

glue is still wet (Figure 3) 
•  The glued assembly should be held in place un-

til the glue is set (Figure 4).
That last point is particularly important and is the

place where most problems will arise. Holding the com-
ponents in place prevents the pipe from creeping out of
the joint as the adhesive completes the fusing process.
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Fused surfaces

Bonded surface

Figure 2: For proper adhesion, cement coatings must be
applied at sufficient thickness to both surfaces to be joined.

Figure 3: The components must be assembled while the
adhesive is wet and the surfaces soft.

Figure 4: For a good fit, the components must be held
together to allow both for proper bonding and for fusing
of the materials
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That fusing process is the source of the joint’s
strength and should not be compromised
by movement among components.

This is also why it is best,whenever pos-
sible, to work on one joint at a time. It
limits the possibility that any twisting or
pulling or creeping will disturb the fus-
ing process.

Good As Glue
Of course, good technique can never

make up for the fact that you’ve chosen the
wrong adhesive to make your connections.
Even though it seems like a straightforward
issue,great care should indeed be taken to
obtain and use the proper glue for the giv-
en materials and application.

To do so, you must know the pipe ma-
terial and its schedule, the maximum
pipe size and the set time (the larger the

pipe, the longer it will take to set).
Depending on where you live and the
time of year, you must also think about
relative humidity, freeze/thaw condi-
tions and, in some cases, the pressure
performance of the adhesive in making
your choice. In other words, it’s always
the application that matters.

As mentioned above,most re-circulat-
ing systems are connected entirely with
solvent cementing, and that’s what we’ll
focus on here.

In brief, however, flanging and thread-
ing are used mainly in making connec-
tions between dissimilar materials. For
their part, flanges are used most fre-
quently with larger pipe diameters to
connect the pipes to commercial pumps,
butterfly valves and other large fittings.

The connections known as unions are

basically the same as flanged joints,except
for the fact that they join two pipes using
a threaded union and nut, where flanges
are typically bolted together. In setting up
either flanges or unions,you need to know
the materials you’ll be gluing and,if you’re
making connections to a pump or a filter,
select the appropriate threaded adapters
or nipples to get the job done.

These sorts of connections frequently
call for linking dissimilar materials – an
issue we’ll address briefly below. Far more
common is the need to join similar ma-
terials together.

For bonding these like materials, such
as PVC pipes to PVC fittings, adhesive
suppliers offer a good range of easy-to-
use, quick setting glues specially formu-
lated for pool and spa plumbing. I’ll use
IPS Corp. and its Weld-On line of prod-
ucts to illustrate, but products made by
United ElChem (Pool-Tite) and others
are comparable and widely available.

•  For most general-purpose applica-
tions with PVC, Weld-On 711 and 717
are appropriate – 711 being a high-
strength, heavy-bodied, fast-setting gray
glue and 717 being similar but with a
slower,medium set time that makes it eas-
ier to use in humid conditions. In both
cases, the materials to be glued should be
primed with P-70 primer.

•  For repair work or on jobs requir-
ing quick pressurization, Weld-On 725
(or the equivalent) is a good choice. It

Figure 5: Connections between dissimilar materials are most often found where
pipes tie into equipment or as shown here, where PVC piping is connected to an
ABS skimmer.

Figure 6: Connections between copper and PVC
occur frequently where new plumbing is added



works especially well in wet areas.
•  For CPVC pipe,Weld-On 714 (or an-

other, similar product) gets the job done.
It’s a medium-set glue that can be used
for pipe up to 12 inches in diameter.

•  For bonding PVC Flex to rigid pipe
or fittings, select Weld-On 795 or the

equivalent.
•  For ABS connections, use Weld-On

773 or 771. Both glues are semi-viscous,
medium-bodied, fast setting glues that
can be used in temperatures ranging from
40 to 110 degrees F.

Transition joints between dissimilar
materials are perhaps the most difficult
when it comes to finding the right sol-
vent. PVC-to-ABS connections are quite
common (Figure 5), particularly at the
bottom of skimmers. In these cases, go
with Weld-On 794 or 793 or the equiva-
lent – and be mindful that these adhesives
are not recommended for ABS-to-ABS
or PVC-to-PVC applications.

PVC-to-copper connections (Figure 6)
and PVC-to-galvanized iron connections
are common in retrofits where old
plumbing is matched up with a new
skimmer, for example. There are various
ways to properly seal these connections,
the most common being a wrapping of

Teflon tape on a threaded joint.
The beauty of making good plumbing

connections is that it’s not all that diffi-
cult, so long as you know your materials,
their proper applications and the correct
primer and adhesive types. Taking care
of business here gives you peace of mind
that the hydraulic system won’t fail need-
lessly, freeing you up to worry about the
more enjoyable points of watershaping.
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Know Your Codes!
It may go without saying, but I must men-

tion again that whenever you are in doubt on
any issue related to plumbing requirements
in your area, you should always consult lo-
cal plumbing codes (including UPC and IAP-
MO) to determine approved plumbing ma-
terials. 

There’s nothing more frustrating (or cost-
ly) than doing the same work twice!

– S.G.

to older pools as part of a remodeling or upgrad-
ing project.
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More than two years of paying full-time attention to thousands of tiny details:
That’s what this project was all about, says landscape architect, contractor and
watershaper Mark Holden – not to mention close collaboration with a determined
client who inspired Holden to reach for levels of craft, creativity and practical
improvisation that have informed his approaches to design, construction and
watershaping in every project since. 

By Mark Holden

For more than two full years, this pro-
ject was my personal and professional
obsession.

It all started in 1993, when my client, a
wealthy recording-industry magnate,
called on me to design the landscape for
a property he’d just acquired in Bel Air,
one of the most exclusive neighborhoods
in Los Angeles. The Spanish Colonial-
style home had been built in the 1920s
and was in a sad state of disrepair. By the
time I arrived, it had been gutted to the
studs,and very nearly all of the hardscape
and plantings around the house had been
torn out as well.

What he was offering me was a tanta-
lizingly blank canvas in a most spectacu-
lar setting.

In the two years that followed,not only
would we set up a variety of walls, terraces
and patios as well as a new guest house, a
pool and two small fountains – all sur-
rounded and accented by extensive ma-
ture plantings – but we also became in-
volved in a bit of alchemy by creating (and
aging) 1929-vintage architectural wood-
work and decorative pottery and a fol-
lowing through with a range of other pe-
riod-sensitive touches.

This all took me well beyond my fa-
miliar role as landscape architect and wa-
tershaper. By project’s end, in fact, we
were integrally involved in details of the
home’s interior design and furnishings as
well. Through it all, I was a full partner
in my client’s near-fanatical quest to get
everything  just right.

Careful Continuity
To be sure, my client had distinctive

tastes and wanted everything to be very
subtle and understated by way of lending
his home a “timeless”Old World quality.
In that context, nothing could look new
or ready-made,and it became our goal to
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do everything possible to create new spaces that appeared
as though they’d had been nurtured, occupied and enjoyed
for decades.

The home’s two-acre lot sits on a winding road high in the
hills and offers spectacular city views from a variety of small-
ish spaces draped across many elevation changes. The house
itself – 9,000 square feet as purchased and in the process of
being remodeled to 10,000 square feet – featured classic,mud-
packed red-tile roofing, soaring arches and plastered walls.
The slopes all around were dramatic, with a generous array
of retaining walls set up to create workable flat spaces.

By way of preparing ourselves for the job, we drew up ex-
tensive plans and careful renderings. But we soon found that
every aspect of the project was subject to change at the drop
of a hat and that none of our construction documents were
likely to be carried through from start to finish. Instead, the
project “evolved” on a daily basis as a result of constant dis-
cussions, conjectures and negotiations.

Every day was its own adventure. I would spend hours walk-
ing the grounds with the client, considering and reconsider-
ing every possible angle, detail and facet. In this atmosphere
of constant change – shifts in direction far too extensive to re-
member, let alone report here – this project was far more akin
to sculpting than it was to architecture in any traditional sense.

In a way, the work we did on this project was closest in na-
ture to set design, as though we were preparing this place
for a theatrical production of some kind. The idea – our
“scene”– was that someone entering the space would be trans-
ported to the late 1920s or early 1930s and experience a dis-
tinct sense of another time and place.

This meant that continuity (in a basic theatrical sense) was
of prime importance and that we’d need to use “distressed”
materials such as used brick or tumbled stone and work with
mature and irregular plantings. At every turn and without
compromise, we were to make choices consistent with the
chosen era.

Deliberate Greenery
The entire experience for guests at the home begins with

the entry courtyard – the heart and soul of the environment.
The area is enclosed by the house on three sides and a steep

slope on the fourth. We kept the space cool and dark, filling
it with lush plantings selected for an ability to thrive in low-
sunlight conditions. Indeed, the plantings are so dense and
dark that it’s almost cave-like – an isolated, staged exploration
leading to the point of entry: the front door.

The original courtyard featured a small, wall-mounted
fountain that we restored with a variety of pieces of hand-
painted tile and other materials. It’s tucked off in a side of
the area and is not readily visible until you are right by it.
But its primary purpose was never visual; instead, it lends
the sound of moving water to the entire space, drawing vis-
itors deeper into the sheltering greenery. (We also stocked
the fountain with bullfrog tadpoles that grew up to dwell in
the courtyard.)

The use of mature/overgrown plantings here was the key

A

B
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GRAND ENTRANCE: The entry courtyard is the home’s heart and soul, a special space we reconstructed from the ground
up.  We started with a relatively open space (A) and set about making it more contained and intimate, starting with the
flagstone paving (B).  The central tree was already there with a brick surround.  We craned in additional trees (C) and added
a large population of mature plants – including the trailing vines that gave what had been a wide-open porte cochere a
sense of age that sets the tone for everything beyond (D).  When finished (E), the courtyard offers just the sort of staged
approach we wanted to the home’s front door.

C

D

E
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HIDDEN RESOURCES: A key element in the overall courtyard
plan was creative reconstruction of a small wall fountain we found
on site.  We dressed the original up with some classic hand-paint-
ed tile (F), then surrounded it with mature plantings to obscure
the source of the gentle noises of the flowing water (G).  Those
who seek out the source are rewarded by “discovering” this scene.

to creating an illusion that the environment had been around
for a long time – a strategy we used in spots all around the
property. Many of these specimens,chosen because we’d done
our homework and knew they’d been popular choices at
the time the house was built, were so large and overgrown
that we had to set them with large cranes.

In stylistic terms, we employed an Asian approach to the
planting program – large green areas set off by splashes of col-
or – in carefully placing a variety of Tasmanian tree ferns,
Japanese boxwoods, ivy,Birds of Paradise,various Impatiens,
Bougainvillea and many other species.

As tempting as it was for practical and/or aesthetic reasons,
we stayed away from more contemporary plants such as Flax
– very popular today but virtually unused in landscape de-
signs early in the 20th Century. And not only did we search
for mature plantings on this project (a process that led me to
just about every nursery in southern California), but I also
placed a premium on locating “distorted” plants that could
be used to wrap around corners or serve as overhangs for cer-
tain areas.

As a result of the boundaries we placed on our plant pos-
sibilities,what we ended up with is uniformly simple and sub-
tle – a discipline we also observed with the hardscape.

In the courtyard, for example, the flagstone decking is
Buckskin,a sandstone that features subtle beiges,golds,browns
and creams. In addition to using this material for flat sur-
faces, we also stacked it as ledger for walls and other vertical
elements and milled it into tiles for several porch areas.

The Distresser’s Art
Once you move through the house, the backyard offers a

variety of spaces, from the main lawn area and the pool area
to a variety of small garden areas,decks and verandas. In these
more open spaces, the materials and plantings we used were
more varied than was the case in the tight visual confines of
the entry courtyard.

We used a great deal of used brick and other masonry ma-
terials that looked authentically old. In some areas, howev-
er, we had to set up areas of poured concrete and then de-
liberately distressed them. In one spot, for instance, we let
the concrete set and then hit it with a sledgehammer to give
it some cracks and an obvious appearance of age. In high-
traffic areas in particular, we inflicted even more damage for
the sake of authenticity.

We matched all the care we put into “aging”the green and
hardscape portions of the project with our attention to wood-
work and carpentry. Again and again, we made new wood
look old using such tricks as scorching the wood with torch-
es and soldering irons or hitting it with motorcycle chains.
We also used a range of staining and coloring techniques, or
we might paint pieces, sandblast them to remove most of the
paint, then place portions of the wood in liquid to create man-
ageable amounts of water damage.

Throughout this period, I spent hours scouring lumber
yards,masonry supply houses and architectural salvage com-
panies for old or discarded pieces of architectural woodwork
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SET DESIGN: As we worked on
this project, we became conscious
of the fact that much of what we
were doing was not dissimilar from
what set designers do for theatrical
productions.  From the courtyard
to this patio (H), which sets up a
view of city lights through a prosce-
nium arch, we aimed at controlling
moods, establishing distinctive van-
tage points and finding the drama
in each and every space.  And
where distant views weren’t avail-
able, we used riots of color to
achieve similarly dramatic effects (I).

H
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or stone we might use. This was particularly important with
the wood, because it’s virtually impossible with new wood to
create convincing patterns of wear and the patina that come
with years of use.

Even the more decorative elements came in for what might
seem some fairly harsh treatment. All told,we brought in more
than 500 new terra cotta pots and spent hours with each one
to make them all look old and worn. We’d daub areas with
white thinset, for example, then put green thinset over that
and come back later with chemical stains in various colors.

There was so much to do with these pots that we even set
up “assembly lines” where three or four people would ap-
ply the various treatments to the pots – and we would
change roles on the line at regular intervals to avoid the oc-
currence of repeated patterns. We’d also chip the pots, al-
ways differently.

Some would be badly damaged in the process while others
would be touched hardly at all. A few of the pots were com-
pletely destroyed, but many of these were repaired with tie-
wire buried in cement. Interestingly, these appeared to be the
most authentic of all our “aged”pottery.

Then there was the pool, which is a story unto itself.

The Pool Saga
As is often the case with old, high-end properties in places

such as southern California, this one had an old swimming
pool that had become a true eyesore. It had an odd shape
somewhere on the spectrum between geometric and free
form, and the owner originally decided to get rid of it.

So we cut off the bond beam, punched huge holes in the
shell and filled it with a suitable backfill by way of preparing
the space for the addition of a new pool that would be can-
tilevered out over the hillside and supported by a series of
deep structural piles.

The pool we’d envisioned was both dramatic and techni-
cally difficult, and at the time I felt I was getting in over my
head with this part of the project. As I considered alterna-
tives, I came across a copy of Architectural Digest that featured
a cover shot of a John Lautner home and its elegant pool. I
decided then and there that I wanted the builder of that pro-
ject to work on mine – and that’s how I met David Tisherman.

He reviewed my plans, the structural design and soils re-
port and offered a price and timeline for construction – ap-
proximately $250,000 on a nine-month schedule. The price
didn’t faze my client,and despite the fact that he was displeased
by the proposed project duration, he kept on moving in this
direction and I went to pull the permits.

That very day, however, the client called and said that he’d
decided to scale back the swimming pool plan for two primary
reasons: First, the sort of elaborate pool we were consider-
ing was unheard of in the 1930s and would be out of charac-
ter with the rest of the project; second,he really didn’t want to
wait nine months to go swimming.

Instead, and much to my amazement, he asked me to re-
excavate the existing pool and rebuild it in the original shape
and location,a process that would take about a third the time
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INSTANT ANTIQUITY: This project
took us well beyond what would be
considered landscape design or wa-
tershaping, and that’s particularly evi-
dent in the work we did to make every-
thing we did seem as though it had
been on the property since the 1920s.
The pottery, for example, was all
worked over in a variety of ways to give
it a well-worn patina (J, K, L), and the
same was true for garden furnishings
(M) as well as woodwork (N). 
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the hillside pool would’ve required at far less expense. So we
pulled all the dirt out of the old pool and set to the work of
rebuilding it.

By the time we started our renovation, all that was use-
able were portions of the vertical walls and very limited sec-
tions of the floor. We tied everything together with a new steel
cage and completely re-shot the shell. We also set up a brand-
new subterranean equipment vault, all-new hydraulics and
a loveseat.

Here as everywhere else, we strove for visual simplicity, us-
ing a squared,cantilevered decking as the edge treatment, tra-
ditional white plaster and a simple light- and dark-blue glass
tessera tile. And in fact, the pool looks like it was built circa
1929, no doubt about it. (A year or so later, the client con-
tacted me about upgrading the plain tile; we eventually did
so with some beautiful, custom, hand-painted Catalina tile.)

Playful Solutions
The one significant addition to the original pool was a

30-foot-long, stacked-stone  “weeping wall” that rises above
the pool on the upslope side. We set up pockets behind the
ledgered stone veneer, leaving the back of the stone open so
that water could well up behind it. As the stones were mortared
into place, I used a small skewer to poke dozens of tiny holes
in the mortar that would allow water to weep out over the
face of the stones.

This waterfeature was simple to do, and it works like a
charm. The flow seems to emerge from nowhere, constant-
ly wetting the stones and lending a gentle auditory element
to the area, and it all fits because we used the same stone col-
ors in a retaining wall that surrounds the pool area. To make
all this stonework look old, I went to the effort of putting but-
termilk in the cracks of the stones to encourage the growth
of mold, moss and fungus.

As successful as this project proved to be, however, the sto-
ry has a sad ending – one that ironically speaks to how well
we pulled off the illusion that the place had been appointed
with 1929-vintage plants and materials: When the house
changed hands in the late 1990s, the actress who bought it
immediately began “rehabbing”all the things that looked old
and timeworn – including much of our all-new but old-look-
ing hardscape, woodwork and plantings.

I had one occasion to visit the site after she bought it and
had begun her campaign of depriving the place of its charm
by obliterating period frescos on interior walls, for exam-
ple, and painting over the carefully distressed gates and ex-
posed beams. It was a devastating visit, because I was fa-
miliar with every shred of work that was being destroyed.
In fact, the photos you see here are basically all that remains
of the work we did.

For all that, I still took away a wealth of knowledge – and
an attitude and approach to design and watershaping that
has informed almost everything I’ve done since. In that
sense, this project will always live in my heart and memo-
ry as a true classic.
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The Cima Connection
It’s no stretch to say that the work I did on this

project in Bel Air, Calif., has led me to bigger and
better things.  

The work I did on this vintage home was per-
fect preparation – both creatively and with respect
to the drive and dedication required to do such
all-encompassing, all-consuming work – for the
project I completed for this same client at Cima
del Mundo in Montecito, Calif., a few years later.
(For information on that project, see WaterShapes,
January/February 2001, page 32; March 2002,
page 30; and July/August 2002, page 56.)

More than that, however, the awareness this
project gave me of the potential of approaching
and managing landscapes and watershapes as
elements of theatrical design has proved invalu-
able in all the work I’ve done since and has deep-
ened my appreciation of how an infinite variety of
small details make big projects hang together and
work in aesthetic terms.

– M.H.

RETHINKING THE POOL: With our original marching
orders, we did an excellent job of robbing the pool of
any ability to hold water (O).  But a change in direction
saw us dig it back out and prepare it for restoration as
a shell (P) and eventual refilling (Q).  A key feature of
the new pool is a weeping wall we set up on the long
side of the vessel (R).  

Q

R
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OF INTERESTOF INTEREST The following information has been provided to WaterShapes by product suppliers. To find out
how to contact these companies, look for the Product Information Card located on page 58.

AQUA ULTRAVIOLET offers Ultima II, a biological/me-
chanical filtration system designed for use on ponds
from 1,000 up to 200,000 gallons with heavy fish loads.
The lightweight media is set up to operate at high flow
rates, takes minutes to backwash and is seeded with
natural bacteria.  The unique media configuration pro-
tects bacteria while allowing unwanted debris to be

dislodged. Aqua Ultraviolet, Temecula, CA. 

MECHANICAL/BIOLOGICAL FILTER

Circle 127 on Reader Service Card

ARCHITECTURAL AREA LIGHTING has introduced
Cypher, a lighting fixture that uses an innovative re-
flector/refractor optical system to provide smooth, even
illumination for floodlighting as well as indirect-lighting
applications.  The design allows the fixture to be mount-
ed in any orientation while addressing the full range of
lighting tasks for interior and exterior applications.
Architectural Area Lighting, La Mirada, CA.

MULTI-FUNCTION LIGHTING

Circle 128 on Reader Service Card

SURVING STUDIOS offers handmade,
porcelain relief tiles.  Designed to ac-
cent any location or installation indoors
or out, the tiles are ideally suited to ap-
plications with pools, spas and other

garden watershapes.  The tiles are nominally sized in 2-, 4- and 6-
inch squares for easy combination with any other tile, glass or stone
products or the company’s own animals, trims, borders, blanks and
fillers.  Surving Studios, Middletown, NY.

HANDMADE TILES

Circle 125 on Reader Service Card

PRAHER offers single-union-type PVC check
valves in 1-1/2 and 2-inch diameters.  The
valves can be used at pressures up to 145
psi and are designed to provide mainte-
nance-free back-flow prevention with min-
imum head loss at multiple spring loads (be-
tween 1/4 and 5 pounds).  They also feature stainless steel springs, EPDM
O-rings and seals, a raised-radius valve seat and full serviceability.  Praher,
Barrie, Ontario, Canada.     

Circle 126 on Reader Service Card

PVC CHECK VALVES

Continued on page 62

Circle  109 on Postage Free Card Circle  65 on Postage Free Card
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OF INTERESTOF INTEREST

Circle  7 on Postage Free Card 

TIMBERTECH has published a technical
handbook on its line of engineered deck-
ing products.  The 32-page booklet in-
cludes information on availability of the
company’s wood fiber/plastic resin com-
posite material, installation instructions

and details on the product’s physical properties – from its non-skid,
splinter-free, cool-to-the-touch surface to its fade-resistant coloration.
TimberTech, Wilmington, OH.  

DECKING HANDBOOK

Circle 131 on Reader Service Card

LUMIERE/COOPER LIGHTING introduces the
Monaco Series of area and accent fixtures.  Using
the latest lamp technology, the ultra-small outdoor
luminaires offer design flexibility and can easily be
hidden from view.  The fixtures come in five standard
colors, offer fully adjustable beam spreads lockable
from narrow spot to wide flood, and are made of a
corrosion-resistant aluminum alloy.  Lumière/Cooper
Lighting, Peachtree City, GA.

AREA AND ACCENT LIGHTING

VALTERRA PRODUCTS offers pipe extenders
for use in repairing any glued plumbing joint.
Effective and easy to use, the fittings provide
permanent, invisible repairs without re-
placement of long sections of pipe.  All you
do is cut the defective valve or fitting from

the system, remove it and install the extender, which is available
in sizes ranging from 1/2 to 2-1/2 inches IPS.  Valterra Products,
Mission Hills, CA.

PIPE EXTENDERS

Circle 129 on Reader Service Card

MAGNUM PUMPS offers the MightyMag line
of concrete pumps.  Designed to pump a wider
range of materials at higher pressures than oth-
er pumps, the three models feature swing-valve
design, instant-reverse pumping, remote-con-
trol operation and engine choice – gas, diesel,
electric or propane.  The unit’s hydraulics can also be piggybacked for use
with mixers and other tools.  Magnum Pumps, West Chester, OH.

Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

CONCRETE PUMPS

Circle  31 on Postage Free Card 

Circle 132 on Reader Service Card
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Circle  108 on Postage Free Card Circle  43 on Postage Free Card

CORONADO STONE has added Euro Villa Stone
to its Villa Stone Series.  Designed to reproduce
the look of classic European stonework, the light-
weight, pre-cast material can be used in a vari-
ety of interior and exterior applications for both
residential and commercial installations.  Durable
enough to withstand the tests of time and Mother
Nature, the stone installs quickly and easily.

Coronado Stone, Fontana, CA.

PROSPEC ELECTRONICS supplies
AM/FM receivers, CD players, speak-
ers, wired remotes and amplifiers de-
signed, built and marine-tested to pro-
vide home-quality sound under harsh,
wet conditions.  Offered with five-year
warranties, the units’ key components are encapsulated for resistance to
moisture, bromine and chlorine, and all exposed components are UV-
and water-resistant.  Prospec Electronics, Mt. Pleasant, SC.

SOUND SYSTEMS FOR POOL AND SPAS

Circle 134 on Reader Service Card

NORTHROCK INDUSTRIES has introduced
a new line of concrete power screeds.
Designed for use with new pours or for repair
work, the devices provide rapid consolidation
of concrete decking while improving both the
quality and flatness of the finished surface.
Blades come in 4- to 14-foot lengths for one-
person and 16- to 22-foot lengths for two-person operation.  Northrock
Industries, Medford, NY. 

Circle 136 on Reader Service Card

POWER SCREED

SEAMCO LABORATORIES manufactures
Stone Bond, an epoxy system designed for
use in creating patios, driveways, walkways,
pool decks, steps and planters.  Combined
with seashells or natural pebbles, the epoxy
offers surfaces suited to both residential and

commercial applications that are tough, durable and stain- and crack-re-
sistant – and that can be customized to suit a client’s desires. Seamco
Laboratories, Tampa, FL. 

DECKING SYSTEM

Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

Circle 133 on Reader Service Card

PRE-CAST ARCHITECTURAL STONE

Continued on page 64
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RUUD LIGHTING has upgraded its Directional
Flood (DF) Series with a new top housing cov-
er and gasketing as well as new lens gasketing,
all of which increases the fixtures’ resistance
to the elements.  Featuring a contemporary look,
die-cast aluminum construction and flexible light-
distribution capabilities, the series’ four housing
sizes accommodate a variety of lamp types and

voltages.  Ruud Lighting, Racine, WI.

DIRECTIONAL LIGHTING

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

AEROMIX SYSTEMS has released the AquaTornado II,
a surface aspirating aerator for ponds and lakes.  The
new version features a larger-diameter stationary draft
tube and a larger propeller that combine for more ef-
ficient water movement and mixing as well as superi-
or oxygen transfer.  The action of the self-contained de-
vice occurs just below the surface, reducing odors and
preventing ice build-up.  Aeromix Systems, Minneapolis, MN.  

Circle 138 on Reader Service Card

AERATORS FOR PONDS AND LAKES

FEENEY WIRE ROPE has published literature on
its Cable-Rail system.  The 24-page, full-color
brochure covers standard 1/8-inch cable as-
semblies with information on design require-
ments, options, hardware, details and instruc-
tions for wood and steel construction; custom
systems and hardware for railings, trellises,
canopies and fences; and ready-to-install aluminum railing systems.
Feeney Wire Rope, Oakland, CA. 

CABLE RAILING SYSTEMS

Circle 139 on Reader Service Card

OF INTERESTOF INTEREST

VISIT OUR WEB SITE:

www.gilderfluke.com.

205 S. Flower Street 
Burbank, California 91502
818.840.9484 
800.776.5972 
Fax: 818.840.9485
East Coast/Florida Office
7041 Grand National Dr., Suite 128d
Orlando, FL 32819
407.354.5954 
Fax: 407.354.5955

• MP3 Player

• Show Control 
Systems

• Sound Systems

• Animation 

www.nathankimmel.com

Discount Pricing
Same Day In Stock Shipping!
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INTERMATIC offers a control system designed to ex-
ploit the full capabilities of two-speed pumps.  The
device’s all-weather, galvanized-steel enclosure con-
tains two heavy-duty time switches that allow for
separate timing of motor operations for system ef-
ficiency, energy savings, extended equipment life and
low maintenance.  The flexible enclosure also allows
for system expansion.  Intermatic, Spring Grove, IL.  

GREENSCREEN offers 3-D wire panels in various
configurations for a wide range of trellising, fencing
and other vertical landscape applications.  Designed
for use in separating or enclosing spaces, the pan-
els combine with evergreen or flowering vines to
form living walls for privacy, security, spatial defini-
tion and anti-graffiti treatment.  Mobile panels are
available for applications where flexibility is desired.  Greenscreen, Los
Angeles, CA.

VERTICAL LANDSCAPING PANELS

Circle 141 on Reader Service Card

HADDONSTONE has published a catalog covering
The Collection, a complete line of garden ornaments
as well as interior details and architectural stonework.
The 142-page, full-color book offers a comprehen-
sive, illustrated product guide along with technical
specifications, information on materials of con-
struction, technical support, the company’s custom-
fabrication services and much more.  Haddonstone,
Bellmawr, NJ.

Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

GARDEN ORNAMENTS

NAPOLEON offers literature on the Oasis
Series of built-in outdoor grills and enter-
tainment islands.  The four-page, full-color
brochure covers standard features of the
grill heads and a full range of available op-
tions, including sinks, side burners, refrig-
erators, sound systems and waste recep-

tacles.  All products are available in cart-mounted configurations but can
be permanently installed.  Napoleon, Barrie, Ontario, Canada.

OUTDOOR GRILLS

Circle 142 on Reader Service Card

CONTROLS FOR TWO-SPEED PUMPS

Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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mazing things can happen when great architects think beyond
the walls and tackle exterior design as part of their projects. That’s
a message that comes through loud and clear and repeatedly in

Susan Zevon’s Outside Architecture (Rockport Publishers, 1999).
Throughout the book’s 190 generously illustrated pages, she covers

the work of 18 architects – using multiple examples from each while fo-
cusing not so much on individual projects but rather on key features,
styles and design philosophies that cut across the range of the fine work
on display. About 90% of the projects are residential and range stylis-
tically from classic to modern at locations scattered across the United
States and Mexico.

Nearly all of the architects were new to me,an exception being Ricardo
Legoretta. There’s a wonderful passage describing a meeting between
Legoretta and fellow architect and collaborator Luis Barragan (who’s not
featured) during which Barragan challenges Legoretta to think more
about exterior space. As explained in the text, Legoretta went on to
create fantastically innovative exteriors,almost all of which include some
form of water. (I’m particularly intrigued by Legoretta’s use of cobble in
shallow reflecting pools.)

Of the architects I didn’t recognize, I was most inspired by the work
of the southern California firm of Moore Ruble & Yudell. If you decide

to pick up this book,don’t miss the firm’s extraordinary
Pacific Palisades project – one of the most beautiful
exercises in classic Spanish Colonial style I’ve ever seen.

Each of the book’s sections begins with introducto-
ry text describing the work and the design philosophy
of the individual architect or firm being discussed and
then proceeds through images and descriptions of var-
ious projects. There’s always a helpful focus on drawing
connections from site to site, and it’s worth noting that
swimming pools in a variety of styles and settings are
prominent in the majority of these projects.

On that level,Zevon’s book is a terrific source of ideas
for watershapers, especially those in the residential pool
market. There are also scores of beautiful details in the
form of exterior walls, shade structures, screens, path-
ways,patios,planted areas and entertainment areas. Many
of the projects also include fountains and other small wa-
terfeatures, but it was somewhat disappointing that
streams, ponds and cascades are not represented at all.

The most powerful portions of the book were those
having to do with collaboration. This is, essentially, a
book about architects stepping beyond the walls and de-
signing exteriors, and many of the discussions centered
on cooperative efforts between the principle architects
and landscape architects, designers or contractors. In
seeing such beautiful work and learning that the pro-
jects could not have been completed without joint ef-
fort, I find a powerful and profound point here about
breaking out of creative isolation and finding the op-
portunities that come through working with other
knowledgeable people.

On that front, I found Zevon’s profiles inspiring and
am now more fully convinced of the value and potential
benefits of my working,as a watershaper,with architects,
landscape architects and landscape contractors. When
you combine that sort of inspiration with a large set of
ideas vividly on display,Zevon offers a resource well worth
careful reading – and a spot on your bookshelf.

Book Notes By Mike Farley

Mike Farley is a landscape architect with 20 years of experi-
ence and is currently a design/project manager working in
Texas.  He holds a degree in landscape architecture from
Texas Tech University and has worked as a watershaper in
both California and Texas.
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I find a powerful and profound point here about

breaking out of creative isolation and finding 

opportunities in collaboration.
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